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WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump
has instructed the Pentagon to “annihi-
late” the Islamic State group in Syria in a
bid to prevent escaped foreign fighters
from returning home, Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis said yesterday. The move to
encircle then kill as many jihadists in
place as possible-rather than letting
them exit a city and targeting them as
they flee-reflects an increased urgency to
stop battle-hardened jihadists bringing
their military expertise and ideology back
to European capitals and other areas.

The president has “directed a tactical
shift from shoving ISIS out of safe loca-
tions in an attrition fight to surrounding

the enemy in their strongholds so we
can annihilate ISIS,” Mattis said, using an
acronym for IS. “The intent is to prevent
the return home of escaped foreign
fighters.” Trump, who campaigned on a
pledge to quickly defeat IS, signed an
executive order soon after taking office
giving his generals 30 days to come up
with a revised plan to wipe the jihadists
out. The review resulted in the new
“annihilation campaign” and saw com-
manders gain greater autonomy to make
battlefield decisions.

Critics of Barack Obama’s administra-
tion frequently complained of White
House micromanagement and a lengthy

approval process causing delays on the
ground. Mattis called foreign fighters a
“strategic threat” should they return home
and said the annihilation effort would pre-
vent the problem from being transplanted
from one location to another.

Arming the Kurds 
The US-led coalition has been battling

IS since late summer 2014, supporting
local fighters on the ground with a combi-
nation of considerable air support, train-
ing and weaponry. Trump this month
authorized the United States to arm the
Kurdish faction of an alliance fighting IS in
northern Syria, much to the consternation

of Turkey, which views them as terrorists.
Though the jihadists have lost 55 percent
of the territory they once held in Iraq and
Syria and over four million people have
been liberated, IS still controls the Syrian
stronghold Raqa, swaths of the Euphrates
River valley and other areas including a
small part of Mosul in Iraq.

Operations in Syria are further com-
plicated by the country’s tangled knot of
groups fighting in the civil war. Russia
joined that conflict in late 2015 to prop
up President Bashar Al-Assad, bringing a
new dimension of complexity and risk.
General Joe Dunford, who chairs the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, noted the US is

working successfully with Russia to
“deconflict” military operations in Syria.
The two sides established a hotline to
inform each other of their forces’ location
to avoid any mishaps.

Dunford hinted the US had a “proposal”
to further enhance deconfliction, but he
didn’t give any details. “My sense is that the
Russians are as enthusiastic as we are to
deconflict operations and ensure that we
can continue to take the campaign to ISIS
and ensure the safety of our personnel,” he
said. Separately, the Pentagon announced
that Dunford has been nominated to serve
a second two-year term in his job as the
country’s top military officer. — AFP

Pentagon plans to ‘annihilate’ IS fighters

DOHA: Qatar said yesterday it was the
victim of an orchestrated smear cam-
paign in sections of the media over its
alleged “support” for terrorism, a claim
Doha denounced as a “lie”. In a strongly
worded statement from Doha’s govern-
ment communications office, Qatar said
it had been deliberately targeted ahead
of US President Donald Trump’s visit to
the region, which began yesterday.  

“In the run-up to Donald Trump’s trip
to the Middle East, an orchestrated bar-
rage of opinion pieces by anti-Qatar
organizations in a variety of  main-
stream and online publications has
alleged that Qatar is sympathetic to, or
turns a blind eye toward the actions of
terrorist groups in the Middle East,”
read the statement. “This is absolutely
and unequivocally false.” The statement
added that any “allegation that Qatar
supports terrorism is a lie”.

It gave no examples of any articles it
was referring to, nor any of the “anti-
Qatar organizations”. But the statement
said,  however,  that  one day those
responsible for the “anti-Qatar” cam-
paign might be unmasked. “When that

happens we will,  perhaps, learn the
true motive behind their  effor ts to
damage Qatar’s good name.” Doha has
long faced accusations that it is a state
sponsor of terror. It has faced criticism
in some quarters for its support of rebel
groups fighting Syrian President Bashar
Al-Assad, and Qatari individuals have
also been sanc tioned by the US
Treasury for terror-funding activities.  

In recent weeks,  Qatar has been
accused outright of terror funding in
articles which have appeared in the
American media. It was also criticized
for providing a sanctuary to former
Hamas chief Khaled Meshaal, who earli-
er  this  month used his  Doha base,
where he has lived in exile for several
years, to launch a new policy document. 

The Afghan Taleban also opened an
office in Doha in 2013.  Qatar, which will
host the 2022 football World Cup, is a
member of  the US-led coal it ion to
defeat the Islamic State group. 

And the country is also home to the
Al-Udeid airbase, where the US con-
ducts all coalition air operations for the
region. — AFP 

Qatar claims it is victim of 
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BAGHDAD: Suicide bombings at checkpoints in
Baghdad and south Iraq claimed by the Islamic
State group kil led at least 35 people and
wounded dozens more, officials said yesterday.
The bombings, which hit Iraq the previous
night, came as Iraqi forces battle IS in Mosul in a
massive operation launched more than seven
months ago to retake the country’s second city
from the jihadists.

In Baghdad, suicide car bombers attacked in
the area of a checkpoint in the city’s southern
Abu Dsheer area, killing 24 people and wound-
ing 20, Brigadier General Saad Maan said.
Security forces were able to kill one of the
attackers, but the second blew up his car bomb,
Maan said. IS issued a statement claiming the
attack but gave a different account of how it
unfolded, saying that one militant clashed with
security forces using a light weapon before det-
onating an explosive belt, after which a second
blew up a car bomb.

And in south Iraq, a suicide bomber blew up

an explosives-rigged vehicle at a checkpoint
on the outskirts of the city of Basra, killing 11
people and wounding 30, according to Riyadh
Abdulamir, the head of Basra province health
department. Another militant who left a sec-
ond explosives-rigged vehicle was killed by
security forces,  the Basra Operations
Command said.  IS also claimed the Basra
attack, but said that both bombs were success-
fully detonated.  The jihadist group overran
large areas north and west of Baghdad in 2014,
but Iraqi forces backed by US-led air strikes
have since recaptured much of the territory
they lost to the jihadists.

Security in Baghdad improved following the
2014 IS assault,  presumably because the
jihadists were occupied with fighting and con-
trol of territory elsewhere in the country. After
recapturing the cities of Tikrit, Ramadi and
Fallujah, Iraqi forces launched an operation to
retake Mosul-at the time the largest population
centre still in IS hands-last October. They have

recaptured the city’s east and are now fighting
to retake a dwindling number of areas still under
IS control in west Mosul. Half a million people
are currently displaced as a result of the battle
for Mosul, and around 250,000 civilians are esti-
mated to still be trapped inside the city’s west.

The presence of the civilians, who either
chose not to leave or were prevented from
doing so by IS, complicates any final assault to
seal victory in Mosul. Human shields have
become a central feature of the vastly outnum-
bered jihadists’ defenses, and IS has stopped at
nothing to deter people from escaping the city,
including killing people who seek to flee. 

And the recapture of the city will not mark
the end of the IS threat: the jihadists also con-
trol territory along the Syrian border and in
Kirkuk province, as well as areas in Syria itself.
Experts warn that the jihadists may increasingly
turn to bombings targeting civilians and hit-
and-run attacks on security forces as they lose
additional ground. — AFP 

CAIRO: Beaming, President Abdel-Fattah El-
Sisi sat before an audience next to a young
TV presenter who praised him for his trans-
parency and straight talk. She then selected
a number of questions and complaints from
thousands submitted by the
public to an online page
called “Ask the President.” For
the next hour, Egypt’s leader
dispensed solutions to peo-
ple’s problems and concerns
on live TV.

When one person wrote
in complaining police had
shut down an unlicensed
food cart run by two
women, El-Sisi replied he
wants to start a program to
license such carts in public
squares. Then he turned to
his interior minister - the
powerful head of police sit-
ting in the front row - and
chided him good-naturedly,
asking why he doesn’t give out temporary
licenses until a permanent system is set up.  

Egypt’s general-turned-president has
deftly maneuvered his way to being a
leader through whom nearly everything is
funneled, sidestepping state institutions
that are largely weak anyway. The parlia-
ment is dutifully loyal, his Cabinet waits on
his every word, and the media are almost
completely without dissenting voices.

‘Ask the President’
At the same time, he has put himself out

before the public in a way no Egyptian
leader has before. El-Sisi appears often at
televised gatherings and a series of heavily
publicized youth conferences where he
answers questions from people in the audi-
ence or - in one case last month - questions
submitted to the “Ask the President” page
on a website linked to his office.
Throughout, he projects a carefully cultivat-
ed image of a detail-oriented workaholic, in
touch with the people, tough-minded but
sensitive to their woes.

That image has served him well, helping
preserve his popularity among a significant
section of the Egyptian public, despite the
pain of high prices inflicted by austerity
measures he imposed to salvage a sinking
economy, a dragged-out fight against
Islamic militants and concerns over his
increasingly authoritarian ways. His televised
appearances give an impression of freedom
and transparency, though his government
has rolled back most freedoms won by a
2011 uprising, suppressed civil society
groups and jailed thousands of opponents.

“He wants to come across as the one
who holds all the strings, solves everything,
and the only one with ideas. It’s a combina-
tion between authoritarianism and PR,” said
Hisham Kassem, a prominent publisher and
media expert. El-Sisi and his supporters say
there is no other way to fix a nation deeply
damaged by turmoil since the 2011 upris-
ing that ousted Hosni Mubarak. The out-
reach, they say, reassures and rallies a public
struggling with cripplingly higher prices for
food, fuel and services from the economic
reforms, which included the floating of the
currency and lifting of some subsidies.  

El-Sisi has also been boosted by a turn-
around on the world stage, where he was
initially shunned for ousting an elected
president in 2013 and overseeing a massive
crackdown on Islamists and secular oppo-
nents. Now he has been embraced by
many Western leaders, including President
Donald Trump, as an ally against terrorism
and illegal immigration. El-Sisi does not

hide his disdain for politics and does not
have a political party, a contrast to
Mubarak, whose ruling party was a tool for
enforcing loyalty in the government and the
streets. Instead, the military remains El-Sisi’s

main arm. He has expanded
the military ’s role in the
economy, bringing it into
new fields of manufacturing
and infrastructure construc-
tion - so much so that some
complain private investors
are at a disadvantage.

“If the armed forces
hadn’t been an integral part
of confronting this massive
(economic) development,
we would have probably not
been able to achieve what
we have,” he said in a recent
interview. He has also
enrolled hundreds of careful-
ly vetted young graduates in
a program to produce a new

leadership generation. Many of them are to
be assigned to ministries and government
agencies, effectively installing El-Sisi loyal-
ists to realize his policies.  

Activists banned
“It’s clear that he has no trust in most

state institutions,” said Negad Borai, a
prominent rights lawyer who is among a
number of activists banned from travel. “He
sidesteps most institutions and deals
directly with the people through these tel-
evised functions,” Borai said. “The bottom
line is, he and his preferred institutions, pri-
marily the military, are doing everything
themselves.” El-Sisi’s public outreach has
been enabled by the grip he holds over the
media, where dissenting voices have been
squeezed out and celebrity talk show hosts
have been empowered as his unofficial
spokespersons and cheerleaders.

In his appearances, El-Sisi shows a mix of
diligence, patriotism, religious piety and
“regular guy” moments - heartily laughing
at a joke or choking back tears listening to
a mother talk about a son killed fighting
militants. During a recent TV program dis-
cussing poverty in rural areas, the host was
visibly delighted when El-Sisi phoned into
the show, ostensibly unplanned. “I hope I’m
not bothering you,” El-Sisi said humbly
before talking about his government’s
efforts to build homes and infrastructure.

He often proclaims his gratitude and
admiration for how Egyptians are enduring
the hardships, promising they will be
rewarded with better times. He combines
that with tough love, telling Egyptians they
can no longer depend on subsidized prices.
He angrily told Cairenes this week to stop
complaining about higher metro fares, say-
ing services in Egypt remain among the
world’s cheapest. And he has maintained
the security agencies’ iron fist. One of the
questions read during the “Ask the
President” session was from a prominent
rights activist, Gamal Eid.

Eid wrote that the main security agency
shut down five public libraries he set up
using funds from an international award. In
the complaint, he referred to the agency by
its former, but still widely used name, “State
Security,” rather than “National Security,” as it
has been called since 2011.  “Do we have
State Security?” El-Sisi asked his interior min-
ister with a mocking smile.  El-Sisi said Eid
should lodge a court case. “The ruling will be
binding on you and the Interior Ministry,” he
said. But then he added that closing the
libraries must have been done in the interest
of protecting Egyptians. — AP 

HOMS: Syrian rebels started leaving the last
opposition-held district of Homs city yesterday
in the final phase of an evacuation deal that will
bring an early centre of the uprising back under
government control in the conflict’s seventh
year. Fighters took with them their l ight
weapons, as agreed, and boarded buses along
with women and children. Many were headed
for insurgent-held Idlib province in Syria’s north-
west, or the town of Jarablus on the border with
Turkey. At least four buses had left Al-Waer by
mid-afternoon, and dozens more were expected
to follow, to bring more than 2,500 people out of
the district long besieged by government forces
and their allies in the country’s civil war.

The evacuation of Al-Waer is one of the largest
of its kind. It follows a number of similar deals in
recent months that have brought many parts of
western Syria long held by the opposition and
besieged by government and allied forces back
under President Bashar Al-Assad’s control. Syria’s
government calls the evacuation deals, which
have also taken place in besieged areas around
Damascus, and in Aleppo at the end of last year,
reconciliation agreements. It says they allow
services and security to be restored.

The opposition has criticized the agreements,
however, saying they amount to forced displace-
ment of Assad’s opponents away from Syria’s
main urban centers, often after years of siege
and bombardment.  The United Nations has criti-
cized both the use of siege tactics which pre-
cede such deals and the evacuations themselves
as amounting to forcible displacement. The Al-
Waer deal, backed by Syria’s ally Russia, began to
be implemented in March. Thousands of people
have left in a several stages. By the time it is
completed, up to 20,000 people will have left
the district, the British-based Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights monitoring group says.

Homs Governor Talal Barazi said the final
phase of the evacuation would last some 20
hours, and expected it to be completed today.
“This is the last day. The number of militants
expected (to leave) is around 700. With their
families the total number could be around
3,000,” he told reporters in Al-Waer. Barazi said at
least 20,000 inhabitants remained in Al-Waer,
and tens of thousands displaced during fighting

would begin to return to the neighborhood after
the deal was completed. “Over the next few
weeks communications networks will return” as
well as electricity and water, he said.

Russian military police
As in other evacuation deals, some rebels

have decided to stay in Al-Waer and hand over
their weapons as Syria’s military and its allies
move in. Young men of conscription age will be
required to join the armed forces for military
service. A Russian officer helping oversee the
deal’s implementation told reporters Russian
military police would help with the transition
inside al-Waer.

“Russia has a guarantor role in this agree-
ment. Russian military police will stay, and will
carry out duties inside the district,” Sergei
Druzhin said through an Arabic interpreter.
Assad’s government, backed militarily since 2015
by Russia and since early on in the war by
Iranian-backed militias, has negotiated the pacts

from a position of strength and brought Syria’s
major urban areas in the west back under its
control. Homs, Syria’s third-largest city before
the conflict, was an early centre of the popular
uprising against Assad in 2011 that turned into a
civil war which has killed hundreds of thousands
of people and displaced more than 11 million.

The government is bringing more areas
under its control, especially around Damascus.
yesterday, state television reported that more
than 2,500 people including 1,000 rebels had
left the Damascus district of Barzeh under
another ongoing agreement. Rebels groups,
some supported by Western countries, Gulf Arab
states and Turkey, still hold pockets of territory
around Damascus and in the south, as well as
almost all of Idlib province. Many people leaving
under the evacuation deals head for Idlib.
Islamic State holds swathes of territory in the
east of Syria, and is being fought by separate
forces, including US-backed fighters and
Russian-backed Syrian troops. — Reuters

BAGHDAD: Civilians pass a destroyed car after a car bomb explosion in southwestern Baghdad, Iraq yesterday. — AP 

Bombings kill 35 in Iraq
Islamic State claims responsibility 
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Deal brings Assad in control of all Homs city

HOMS, Syria: Syrian opposition fighters board a bus at a checkpoint manned by regime forces
ahead of their evacuation from Waer neighborhood, the last opposition-held district in the
central city of Homs. — AFP 
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